
Chairman’s Report East Suffolk Liberal Democrats AGM 2019 
The previous 12 months have been somewhat fraught and with never a dull moment!  

Firstly I am pleased to say that having been chair now for two years but starting from a position of relative 
ignorance of how the party operates and of the individuals and histories of both Suffolk Coastal and 
Waveney that we are now connected and working as one. 

The previous year has of course been dominated by the seismic events unfolding in Westminster whilst here 
in our own patch we have worked to carry on with the day to day activities of a local political party by 
fielding candidates in the district elections along with many other activities. 

From the Westminster perspective in the first few weeks of 2019 Julia Ewart was elected as PPC for Suffolk 
Coastal at a very well supported hustings event held in Aldeburgh with a total of four candidates addressing 
the members present.  

The creation of the newly combined East Suffolk District council with much reduced wards and councillors 
then dominated activities for many weeks as we worked to find candidates and create effective campaigns 
wherever possible and although we did field a good level of representation our effective ability to fight and 
win was restricted by the number of keen willing volunteers available. Even so results were encouraging with 
victories in Woodbridge, Martlesham and Purdis Farm and Southwold wards. As part of our campaign plan 
we entered into collaborative arrangements with the Green Party but with mixed results but I must 
congratulate the efforts put in by everyone involved whether you were victorious or not as the increased 
profile you achieved has had a major impact on subsequent events. 

The district council elections were then immediately followed by the European Elections and the dramatic 
change to the parties clear message of ‘Stop Brexit’ suddenly rallied support behind us that if we had had 
such a clear message for the district council elections only days before could have altered those results 
considerably. 

Julia worked hard and managed to secure a position on the Eastern Region MEP candidates list putting us on 
the map  and having secured some of the regional campaigns limited resources once  again I do have to 
thank those that helped to deliver and continue to campaign to achieve our parties stunning result. 

The change in the party’s profile and clarity of message puts us into a position where the electorate has a 
simple and clear choice. The huge opportunity this give us to reach out and recruit supporters and members 
has never been better, and we have evidence to show this by recent street stall sessions run in Framlingham 
and Halesworth were we now have the opportunity to develop branches in these areas. 

It is vital that we create an organisation that offers our members more than occasional opportunities to 
campaign. I am proposing therefore that members of the executive be recruited to join dedicated groups 
responsible for improving the way in which we handle core activities, and these will include,  

• Membership services, to include regular social and political events inc street stall events,   
• Policy, with the remit of developing our policy approach and being fully aware of national policy 
• Campaigns, to find, develop and assist candidates and arrange training on systems such as ‘Connect’ 
• Fund Raising, with a general election imminent the need for funds has never been more urgent  

 

Yours Sincerely 

John Shreeve 


